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SUMMARY

Animals cannot synthesize nine essential amino
acids (EAAs) and must therefore obtain them from
food. Mice reportedly reject food lacking a single
EAA within the first hour of feeding. This remarkable
phenomenon is proposed to involve post-ingestive
sensing of amino acid imbalance by the protein ki-
nase GCN2 in the brain. Here, we systematically
re-examine dietary amino acid sensing in mice. In
contrast to previous results, we find that mice cannot
rapidly identify threonine- or leucine-deficient food in
common feeding paradigms. However, mice attain
the ability to identify EAA-deficient food following
2 days of EAA deprivation, suggesting a requirement
for physiologic need. In addition, we report that mice
can rapidly identify lysine-deficient food without
prior EAA deficit, revealing a distinct sensing mecha-
nism for this amino acid. These behaviors are inde-
pendent of the proposed amino acid sensor GCN2,
pointing to the existence of an undescribed mecha-
nism for rapid sensing of dietary EAAs.

INTRODUCTION

Animals have the remarkable ability to sense their changing
internal needs and respond with behaviors that restore homeo-
stasis. Well-known examples include the generation of hunger
and thirst, which motivate animals to engage in flexible yet spe-
cific behaviors that counteract deviations in energy stores or
fluid balance. Less well understood is how animals respond to
deficiency of individual nutrients, such as protein, carbohy-
drates, and fatty acids, and generate compensatory behaviors
that address these needs. One of the few well-characterized
examples of specific nutrient sensing involves essential amino
acids (EAAs), the nine amino acids (valine, isoleucine, leucine,
methionine, phenylalanine, tryptophan, threonine, lysine, and
histidine) that animals cannot synthesize and must therefore
obtain from their food. In humans, removal of a single EAA
from the diet leads to symptoms, including nausea, fatigue,
and loss of appetite, that gradually intensify over several days
(Rose et al., 1950). A similar loss of appetite has also been
observed in rodents fed EAA-deficient diets (Leung et al.,
1968a; Rose, 1931).

However, more-recent work indicates that rodents can also
very rapidly sense the deficiency of a single EAA in food, within
the first hour of feeding (Hao et al., 2005; Koehnle et al., 2003;
Maurin et al., 2005). This rapid sensing enables animals to sense
the EAA content of their food during the course of a single meal
and quickly reject diets that are nutritionally imbalanced. EAA
sensing is thought to be independent of taste and smell (Koehnle
et al., 2003; Leung et al., 1972) and instead involve direct detec-
tion of post-ingestive EAA imbalance in the blood by neurons in
the anterior piriform cortex (APC) (Hao et al., 2005; Koehnle et al.,
2004; Maurin et al., 2005). In these neurons, the proposed
molecular sensor of EAA imbalance is the protein kinase GCN2
(Hao et al., 2005; Maurin et al., 2005), which in yeast is activated
by binding to uncharged tRNA that accumulates in the cyto-
plasm in response to amino acid deficiency (Wek et al., 1995).
In this model, GCN2 is activated in neurons of the APC by
declining EAA concentrations in the blood, which then triggers
changes in neural activity that lead to rejection of nutritionally
incomplete food.
Whereas this GCN2-dependent model is widely cited as an

example of specific nutrient sensing (Chantranupong et al.,
2015; Donnelly et al., 2013; Efeyan et al., 2015; Morrison et al.,
2012), several aspects of this proposed EAA sensory system are
unusual. First, the speed of the proposed dietary EAA sensing
lacks obvious adaptive value, given that the physiologic conse-
quences of dietary EAAdeficiency develop over days and not dur-
ing the course of a single meal. In principle, animals could eat an
EAA-imbalanced meal and still meet their need for protein intake
from other food sources, and thus the rapid rejection of EAA-
imbalanced food would seemingly result in the rejection of many
viable sources of nutrition. Second, the brain regionmost strongly
implicated in EAA sensing, the APC, is a component of olfactory
cortex that has not otherwise been linked to any aspect of inges-
tivebehavior. Indeed, theAPC isprotectedby theblood-brainbar-
rier, in contrast toother brain regions implicated innutrient sensing
such as the arcuate nucleus and circumventricular organs. This
makes the APC an unusual location to house an interoceptive
amino acid sensory system. Based on these intriguing properties,
we chose to reinvestigate dietary EAA sensing by the brain.

RESULTS

Mice Cannot Rapidly Detect Threonine- or Leucine-
Deficient Food
We first attempted to replicate the result that mice consume less
threonine-deficient (T-def) or leucine-deficient (L-def) food than
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control food in the first 1–3 hr of feeding. Test diets were synthe-
sized that lacked one or more amino acids (Table S1) and used
in a behavioral assay that compared intake of the test diet and
control diet on different days in a randomized order (Figure 1A).
Importantly, the test and control diets used in this paradigmwere
both novel, which ensures that differences in food intake reflect
true dietary preferences and not neophobia (Corey, 1978).

Contrary to published results, we found that there was no dif-
ference in the amount of control versus T-def or L-def food
consumed by wild-type mice in the first 3 hr of feeding (Figures
1B and 1C). We also tested food lacking both threonine and
leucine (TL-def), reasoning that this doubly deficient diet may
trigger a stronger response, but again there was no difference
in the amount of food consumed after 3 hr (Figure 1D). We further
tested lysine-deficient food (K-def), based on recent evidence
suggesting that dietary lysine may be sensed by a specialized
mechanism (Jordi et al., 2013; Torii and Niijima, 2001), but there
was no difference between consumption of K-def and control
food at 3 hr (Figure 1E). Overnight, we found that mice did
consume less of the T-def, L-def, and TL-def diets compared
to control, indicating that animals could detect these differences
on a timescale of 21 hr (Figures 1B–1D). In addition, we showed
that mice could rapidly detect and avoid diets that lacked all
amino acids (Figure 1F). However, we found no evidence for
the rapid sensing of deficiency for single EAAs that has been pro-
posed to occur as quickly as 40 min after the onset of feeding
(Hao et al., 2005).

Experimental Sources of Variation in Dietary EAA
Sensing
We sought to clarify the source of the discrepancy between our
findings and previous results in the field. We first confirmed by
chemical analysis that our test diets truly lacked the designated
amino acid (Table S1). Next, we noticed that some earlier studies
failed to control for dietary novelty in their feeding paradigm
(Maurin et al., 2005, 2014), which could result in some effects
simply resulting from neophobia. Consistent with this, we found
that comparison of a familiar control and novel test diet could
give the appearance of rapid dietary selection in some trials,
even in cases where the composition of the two diets was iden-
tical (Figure S1).

We next investigated whether we could modify our feeding
paradigm in order to enhance the mouse’s ability to rapidly
sense the EAA-deficient diet. Several previous studies used a
run-in period in which mice were fed an EAA-basal diet that con-
tained a 50% reduction in overall amino acid levels (Hao et al.,
2005; Koehnle et al., 2003). To test whether pre-feeding with
this basal diet was important, we acclimated mice to a leucine-
basal (L-basal) diet and then measured their intake of novel con-
trol and L-def food on subsequent weeks using the paradigm
described above (Figure 1A). We found that pre-feeding the
basal diet failed to enhance EAA sensing at 3 hr and, surprisingly,
prevented the identification and rejection of EAA-deficient food
that occurred overnight (Figure 1G). Thus, the use of a run-in
period with a low-EAA diet does not appear to enhance the rapid
sensing of EAA deficiency.

We wondered whether the ability of mice to detect EAA-defi-
cient food would be enhanced if they ate more rapidly, because

faster consumption of EAA-deficient food may result in a greater
imbalance of amino acids in the circulation. To test this, we
fasted mice overnight and then fed them either control or TL-
def food in a paradigm that controlled for dietary novelty (Fig-
ure 1H). In this protocol, mice consumed considerably more
control food in the first 3 hr of feeding than in our previous assays
(1.3 ± 0.2 g versus 0.70 ± 0.04 g; p < 0.0001). However, there
was no difference in the intake of TL-def food compared to con-
trol (Figure 1I). Overnight, mice did consume more control food
than TL-def, but the relative amount of each diet was indistin-
guishable from experiments using ad libitum fed mice. Thus,
fasting does not enable animals to reject EAA-deficient diets
more quickly or more completely.

The Amino Acid Sensor GCN2 Plays No Essential Role in
Dietary Amino Acid Sensing
The protein kinase GCN2 has been proposed to mediate dietary
amino acid sensing through a mechanism in which imbalances
in the EAA content of the blood activate GCN2 in neurons of
the piriform cortex, resulting in changes in neural activity and
feeding behavior (Hao et al., 2005; Maurin et al., 2005; Rudell
et al., 2011). We therefore obtained knockout mice lacking
GCN2 and measured their response in several of the feeding
assays described above. We detected no difference between
wild-type and Gcn2!/! animals in any feeding assay tested,
including consumption of T-def diet (Figure 1B), AA-def diet (Fig-
ure 1F), L-def diet after basal diet pre-feeding (Figure 1G), or
TL-def diet after overnight fasting (Figure 1I). We confirmed the
genotype of our Gcn2!/! animals by allele-specific qPCR and
sequencing of the knockout locus (Figure S2) as well as western
blotting for GCN2 protein in the brain and liver (Figure S3). Thus,
we find no evidence that GCN2 is required for dietary amino acid
sensing.
GCN2 is proposed to detect the amino acid content of food by

sensing rapid, post-ingestive changes in the level of amino acids
in the blood. We therefore next determined how the consump-
tion of EAA-deficient food alters the EAA composition of the
blood by feeding mice amino-acid-deficient diets and then col-
lecting blood for amino acid analysis. Consumption of T-def,
L-def, and K-def food resulted in a progressive decrease in the
concentration of the deficient amino acid in the blood (Figure 2A).
This decrease was significant compared to control after 3 hr but
not after 1 hr of feeding (Figure 2A). By contrast, the concentra-
tions of other amino acids remained near 100%of control values,
except that the concentrations of isoleucine and valine increased
during L-def consumption (Figure 2B). This rise in isoleucine and
valine concentrations has been previously reported, although the
mechanism is not fully understood (Clark et al., 1966; Harper
et al., 1984). Thus, plasma imbalance of amino acids develops
over several hours of eating an imbalanced diet, but the changes
in the first hour are small.
We next measured directly whether the proposed EAA-sensor

GCN2 was activated in response to EAA-deficient food. To do
this, we measured by western blotting the phosphorylation of
the GCN2 substrate EIF2A (pSer-51) in the APC and the medio-
basal hypothalamus (MBH), a second brain region where GCN2
has been proposed to act as an amino acid sensor (Anthony
et al., 2004; Hao et al., 2005; Maurin et al., 2005, 2014). We
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Figure 1. Mice Do Not Sense Dietary EAA Deficiency within the First 3 hr of Feeding
(A) Feeding paradigm controlling for dietary novelty used in (B)–(G). Consumption of the novel control and test diets was quantified as a percentage of food

consumed overnight on the previous night.

(B) Wild-type (n = 5) and Gcn2!/! (n = 5) mice did not consume a significantly different amount of T-def than novel control in the first 3 hr of feeding. Overnight,

mice consumed significantly less T-def food than novel control (p = 0.005), andGcn2!/! consumedmore food overall than wild-type (p = 0.04), but there was no

interaction between diet and genotype.

(C) Wild-type mice (n = 7) did not consume a significantly different amount of L-def food than novel control in the first 3 hr of feeding. Overnight, the mice

consumed significantly less L-def food than novel control (p = 0.007).

(D) Wild-type mice (n = 9) did not consume a significantly different amount of TL-def food than novel control in the first 3 hr of feeding. Overnight, the mice

consumed significantly less TL-def food than novel control (p = 0.0008).

(E) Wild-type mice (n = 5) did not consume a significantly different amount of K-def food compared to novel control in the first 3 hr of feeding or overnight.

(F) Wild-type (n = 7) andGcn2!/! (n = 5) mice consumed significantly less AA-dev food than novel control in the first 3 hr of feeding (p = 0.0009) and overnight (p <

0.0001), with no significant effects of genotype or interaction between diet and genotype.

(G) Wild-type (n = 6) and Gcn2!/! (n = 6) mice pre-fed L-basal food did not consume a significantly different amount of L-def food compared to novel control in

the first 3 hr of feeding or overnight.

(H) Behavioral paradigm for fasting and refeeding experiment in (I).

(I) Wild-type (n = 14) andGcn2!/! (n = 6) mice did not consume a significantly different amount of TL-def food compared to novel control in the first 3 hr of feeding

following a 27-hr fast. Overnight, the mice consumed significantly less TL-def food than novel control (p < 0.0001), with no significant effects of genotype or

interaction between diet and genotype.

See also Figures S1 and S2.
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detectednosignificant diet-dependent differences inEIF2Aphos-
phorylation in either brain region after 1 or 12 hr of feeding on con-
trol or T-def chow (Figure 2C). Note that EIF2A phosphorylation
was reduced, but not eliminated, in Gcn2!/! mice because this
protein is also phosphorylated by the kinases PERK, PKR, and
HRI. In the liver, there was a trend toward increased EIF2A
phosphorylation in response to T-def food in wild-type, but not
Gcn2!/!,mice, supportingprior reports thatGCN2 is rapidly acti-
vated in the liver in response to EAA deficiency (Anthony et al.,
2004;Maurin et al., 2005).We also found that fasting had no effect

on GCN2 activation and confirmed that GCN2 was expressed in
each of the anatomic areas tested here (Figure S3). Overall, the
fact that GCN2 is not detectably activated in the brain after 1 or
12 hr of consumption of T-def food indicates that it cannot serve
as either a rapid or delayed sensor for dietary EAA deficiency.

Deficiency of Lysine Can Be Detected in Choice Assays
without Prior EAA Deprivation
Given our inability to replicate previous work, we sought to
identify an alternative feeding protocol in which we could
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Figure 2. Consumption of Threonine-Deficient Food Does Not Activate GCN2 in the Brain
(A) Plasma concentrations of threonine, leucine, and lysine of mice fed threonine-, leucine-, and lysine-deficient food, respectively, versus control food (n = 3mice

per data point). In each case, plasma concentrations were not significantly different between control and deficient food at 1 hr but gained significance at 3 hr of

feeding (T-def, p = 0.0003; L-def, p = 0.004; K-def, p = 0.009).

(B) Plasma concentrations for all amino acids measured in the same experiment as (A), expressed as a percentage of concentration during control feeding.

(C) (Left) Wild-type and Gcn2!/!mice were fed control or T-def food for 1 hr or 12 hr. Food intake in grams by each mouse is listed above the top panel. Protein

extracts made from APC, MBH, and liver from these mice were analyzed by western blot for p-EIF2A (Ser-51), total EIF2A, and beta-actin loading control. (Right)

Quantification of p-EIF2A/EIF2A in the APC, MBH, and liver after 1 or 12 hr consumption of control or T-def food is shown. In the APC, p-EIF2A/EIF2A was

significantly lower in Gcn2!/! mice than wild-type controls at 1 hr (p = 0.02) and 12 hr (p = 0.0007). In the MBH, Gcn2!/! mice had significantly higher

p-EIF2A/EIF2A ratios than wild-type at 1 hr (p = 0.03) and 12 hr (p = 0.01). There was no significant effect of diet or interaction between diet and genotype in the

APC or MBH. There were no significant differences in the liver but a trend toward a higher p-EIF2A/EIF2A ratio in wild-type mice fed T-def food compared to

control at 1 hr.

See also Figure S3 and Table S1.
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detect evidence for rapid sensing of dietary EAA deficiency.
We reasoned that an assay in which animals were presented
with a choice between a control diet and an EAA-deficient
diet might be a more-sensitive measure of dietary amino acid
sensing, because mice may consume mildly aversive food
due to hunger if given no alternative. In a previous study using
a choice assay, rats were shown to select control food over
food deficient in a single EAA within the first day of testing
(Leung et al., 1968b).
In a choice assay controlling for dietary novelty (Figure 3A),

wild-type mice had no preference for control over T-def chow
(Figure 3B). When given a choice between control and doubly
deficient TL-def chow, mice again had no preference for control
and in fact consumed more TL-def food (Figure 3C). However,
mice did show a strong preference for control over AA-def
food, consuming in most cases an undetectable amount of
AA-def food in 3 hr (0.47 ± 0.07 g versus 0 ± 0 g) and overnight
(3.4 ± 0.1 g versus 0.03 ± 0.03 g; Figure 3D). Thus, this choice
assay can robustly detect preference between two diets, but
mice do not identify and reject T-def or L-def diets on a timescale
of up to 21 hr when given a choice.
One reason why mice may fail to reject EAA-deficient food

in this assay is that the simultaneous consumption of control

food may prevent the post-ingestive development of EAA imbal-
ance in the blood, which has been proposed to be required for
dietary EAA sensing. To eliminate this confound, we repeated
this experiment by giving mice a choice between AA-free and
TL-def diets. In a similar assay, rats were reported to choose
an AA-free diet over a T-def diet (Leung et al., 1968b), a counter-
intuitive finding that has been cited as evidence for the robust-
ness of dietary EAA sensing (Gietzen and Aja, 2012). However,
we found that mice strongly chose TL-def food over AA-free
food, both after 3 hr of feeding and overnight (Figure 3E).
Given that lysine has been reported to have unique post-

ingestive effects (Jordi et al., 2013; Torii and Niijima, 2001),
we next examined intake of K-def food in this same choice
paradigm. Surprisingly, we found that mice consumed signifi-
cantly more control food than K-def, both after 3 hr of feeding
and overnight (Figure 3F). This effect was independent of GCN2
(wild-type 38% ± 6% versus 8% ± 3%; Gcn2!/! 30% ± 10%
versus 20% ± 10%; diet, p = 0.031; genotype, p = 0.51; inter-
action, p = 0.56; Figures 3F and S4). Therefore, when given a
choice, mice can rapidly identify and reject food that lacks
lysine, even though in the absence of choice they consume
lysine-deficient food at levels comparable to a control diet
(Figure 1E).
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Figure 3. Rapid Detection of Lysine-, but Not Threonine- or Leucine-, Deficient Diets in a Choice Assay
(A) Dietary choice paradigm in (B)–(F).

(B) Wild-type mice (n = 5) showed no significant preference for T-def or novel control food presented as a choice after 3 hr of feeding and overnight.

(C) Wild-type mice (n = 9) consumed more TL-def food than control after 3 hr of feeding (p = 0.03) but showed no preference overnight.

(D) Wild-type mice (n = 7) consumed less AA-dev food than control after 3 hr of feeding (p = 0.0007) and overnight (p < 0.0001).

(E) Wild-type mice (n = 5) consumed significantly less AA-dev than TL-def food after 3 hr of feeding (p = 0.0115) and overnight (p < 0.0001).

(F) Wild-type (n = 12) andGcn2!/! (n = 5) mice consumed significantly less K-def food than control after 3 hr feeding (p = 0.03) and overnight (p < 0.0001), with no

significant effect of genotype or interaction between diet and genotype.

See also Figure S4.
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EAA Deprivation Enables Rapid Rejection of Threonine-
and Leucine-Deficient Food
As we had failed to find evidence for rapid detection of threonine
or leucine deficiency, we considered the possibility that accu-
rate identification of diets lacking these amino acids may require
development of a physiologic deficit. In other words, animals
might only reject threonine- or leucine-deficient food when they
have a specific physiologic need for that amino acid. To test
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Figure 4. Mice Attain the Ability to Rapidly
Identify Threonine- or Leucine-Deficient
Diets following EAA Deprivation
(A) Wild-type (n = 7) and Gcn2!/! (n = 8) mice

deprived of threonine and leucine for 2 days

consumed less novel TL-def food than novel

control after 3 hr of feeding (p = 0.01) and overnight

(p < 0.0001), with no significant effect of genotype

or interaction between diet and genotype.

(B) Wild-type mice (n = 7) deprived of threonine for

2 days consumed significantly less T-def food than

control in the first 3 hr of feeding (p = 0.0002) and

overnight (p < 0.0001).

(C) Wild-type mice (n = 9) deprived of leucine for

2 days showed no significant preference for T-def

or control food after 3 hr of feeding. However, they

consumed significantly more control food than

T-def food overnight (p = 0.02).

(D) Wild-type mice (n = 4) deprived of all amino

acids for 2 days consumed more TL-def food than

control after 3 hr of feeding (p = 0.04). Overnight,

this trend reversed, and mice consumed signifi-

cantly more control than TL-def food (p = 0.0257).

(E) Summary of behavioral data related to dietary

EAA sensing.

this, we fed mice TL-def food for 2 days
to induce threonine/leucine deficiency
and then gave them a choice between
novel control and TL-def diets (Figure 4A).
Strikingly, we found that mice showed a
strong preference for control diet over
TL-def diet in the first 3 hr of feeding,
and this rapid choice did not require
GCN2 (wild-type 0.39 ± 0.16 g versus
0.01 ± 0.01 g; Gcn2!/! 0.24 ± 0.07 g
versus 0.06 ± 0.04 g; diet, p = 0.01; geno-
type, p = 0.54; interaction, p = 0.31). This
choice was maintained overnight, and in
fact, mice did not consume a detectable
amount of TL-def food after the first 3 hr
of feeding. We repeated this experiment
by depriving wild-type mice of threonine
for 2 days and then testing T-def and con-
trol diets in a choice assay (Figure 4B). All
mice robustly chose control over T-def
food in the first 3 hr and overnight. Thus,
mice do have the ability to rapidly sense
dietary threonine and leucine deficiency,
but this is only revealed in choice assays
following prolonged EAA deprivation.

We next asked whether this phenomenon reflected a general
need state for protein or was specific for the individual depleted
EAA. To test this, we first deprived mice of leucine for 2 days
and then allowed them to choose between novel control food
and T-def food. In the first 3 hr of feeding, mice were unable to
distinguish control and T-def food (Figure 4C). However, mice
robustly selected the control diet over T-def overnight (Fig-
ure 4C), which they failed to do in the same choice assay without
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prior EAA deprivation (Figure 3B). Thus, deprivation of one EAA
can partially sensitize animals to diets lacking another.
To extend this finding, we depleted mice of all amino acids by

feeding them AA-free food for 2 days and then tested their ability
to distinguish control from TL-def food (Figure 4D). Mice ate
more TL-def food than control in the first 3 hr, which was very
similar to the result in the same choice assay without prior amino
acid deprivation (Figure 4D; compare to Figure 3C). However,
mice were able to correctly choose the control over EAA-defi-
cient diet overnight, which they failed to do in the same experi-
ment without prior amino acid deprivation (Figure 3C). Together,
these data suggest that deprivation of a single EAA, including
threonine or leucine, allows mice to rapidly (<3 hr) distinguish
control food from food lacking that specific EAA, whereas a gen-
eral state of protein deprivation allows mice to identify EAA-defi-
cient diets on a timescale of 3 hr to overnight (Figure 4E). The
mechanism for this sensing is unknown and does not require
the proposed amino acid sensor GCN2.

DISCUSSION

How animals assemble a nutritionally complete diet from food
sources of varying composition remains poorly understood.
One possibility is that animals possess innate appetites for
individual nutrients, and these appetites are controlled by
physiologic need. This concept has been demonstrated most
convincingly for salt appetite, which is the potent motivational
drive to find and consume salty solutions that develop in animals
subjected to sodium deprivation (Richter, 1936). Reasoning by
analogy, it is conceivable that animals could possess, for each
essential nutrient, a distinct, genetically hardwired neural system
thatmonitors the nutrient composition of food and compares this
to the needs of the body. However, it has been difficult to obtain
definitive evidence for the existence of such specific appetites,
even for the basic macronutrients such as protein, carbohy-
drates, and fatty acids (Berthoud and Seeley, 2000).
EAAs are one of the few nutrients for which an innate dietary

selection system is thought to exist. It has been reported that
rodents can identify and reject diets that lack a single EAA during
the course of a single meal. This rapid sensing has been pro-
posed to involve neither taste nor smell (Koehnle et al., 2003;
Leung et al., 1972) but rather an unprecedented mechanism in
which cortical neurons sense changes in the concentration of
EAAs in the blood and then use this information to redirect
feeding behavior (Hao et al., 2005; Koehnle et al., 2004; Maurin
et al., 2005). This cortical EAA sensing is proposed to be medi-
ated by GCN2, a protein kinase that is activated by uncharged
tRNAs that accumulate during amino acid deficiency (Hao
et al., 2005; Maurin et al., 2005).
Here, we have re-examined the behavioral response to dietary

EAA deficiency in mice, and we find no evidence to support the
prevailingmodel for dietary EAA sensing (Figure 4E). We find that
naive animals cannot rapidly identify and reject diets lacking one
or more of the most widely studied EAAs, that GCN2 is not acti-
vated in the brain following consumption of EAA-deficient food,
and that GCN2 knockout animals show no defect in their con-
sumption of EAA-deficient diets compared to wild-type animals.
However, we show that animals can robustly and rapidly reject

diets lacking a specific EAA if they have a physiologic need for
that EAA. We propose that this need-based mechanism is the
primary innatemechanism that animals possess to select among
diets based on their EAA content, and we describe assays to
study this phenomenon in mice.

Rapid Sensing of Threonine- and Leucine-Deficient
Diets Requires Prior Amino Acid Deprivation
Most prior studies of rapid EAA sensing used diets deficient in
threonine or leucine. We have attempted to replicate these
experiments and find that nutritionally replete mice cannot
detect dietary deficiency of either amino acid within the first
3 hr of feeding. We show that this finding is robust to a series
of changes in the behavioral paradigm designed to enhance
the ability of animals to rapidly sense EAAs or enable them to
choose one diet over another. Whereas we cannot exclude the
possibility that experimental conditions exist in which normal
mice can rapidly identify and reject these diets, our data clearly
show that this phenomenon is not nearly as robust or universal as
is implied by the existing literature.
Whereas our data fail to support rapid EAA sensing in the par-

adigms previously described, we have identified conditions in
whichmice are able to robustly identify diets that lack either thre-
onine or leucine. This assay requires that mice are deprived of
one or more amino acids for 2 days prior to testing and then
are given a choice between a complete diet and a diet lacking
a single EAA. Under these conditions, mice rapidly (<3 hr) reject
diets lacking an EAA that they have already been deprived of and
more slowly (3–21 hr) reject diets lacking different EAA(s). A
straightforward explanation for this phenomenon is that mice
possess a mechanism for sensing and rejecting EAA-deficient
food but that this mechanism requires the development of a
physiologic deficit. This dependence on need state is analogous
in some respects to salt appetite, in which animals preferentially
consume salty solutions only following prior sodium deprivation
(Richter, 1936). This state-dependent mechanism is more adap-
tive than current models of EAA sensing, because it requires only
that animals rapidly reject food lacking an EAA when they are
deficient for that specific EAA.
A challenge in studying interoceptive nutrient sensing is the

fact that animals can develop learned associations between
sensory cues (taste and smell) and the post-ingestive conse-
quences of consuming various foods (e.g., conditioned taste
aversion). We have taken steps to limit such sensory cues by
ensuring that the EAA-deficient and control foods used in
these experiments were identical in composition other than the
missing EAA. In many experiments, we have taken the additional
step of using test food from different batches to avoid learned
associations based on cryptic differences between batches of
otherwise identical food. Prior literature has argued that animals
cannot taste or smell the absence of a single amino acid in food
(Koehnle et al., 2003; Leung et al., 1972), and the concentration
of individual amino acids in our control diets were near the limits
of detection reported for individual substances in human studies
(Kirimura et al., 1969; Schiffman et al., 1979).Whereaswe cannot
rule out the possibility that learned associations play some role
in the rapid sensing of these diets following EAA deprivation
(Figures 4A and 4B), this mechanism cannot explain dietary
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selection in the absence of deprivation (Figure 3F) or following
deprivation of a different EAA (Figure 4C).

Lysine-Deficient Food Is Rapidly Selected against
without Prior Experience
Lysine is an EAA that has not been investigated in prior studies
of rapid EAA sensing. However, we find that nutritionally replete
mice can detect and avoid food lacking lysine within 3 hr in
choice experiments, in contrast to threonine and leucine. This
finding was surprising given that lysine deficiency develops
more slowly than other EAAs due to the unusual catabolism of
this amino acid (Blemings et al., 1998; Yang et al., 1968). How-
ever, multiple organisms have been shown to select control diets
over lysine-deficient diets in longer-term experiments (Hrupka
et al., 1999; Murphy and King, 1989; Newman and Sands,
1983), and our observation of rapid lysine sensing is in agree-
ment with a recent report suggesting that rodents possess
specialized sensing mechanisms for lysine, arginine, and gluta-
mate (Jordi et al., 2013).

GCN2 Plays No Role in Dietary EAA Sensing
Previous work showed that knockout mice lacking the protein ki-
nase GCN2 globally or specifically in the brain exhibit a defect in
dietary EAA sensing (Hao et al., 2005; Maurin et al., 2005). How-
ever, using these same GCN2 knockout mice, we can find no
requirement for GCN2 in any behavioral assay tested. Further-
more, we observe no change in the phosphorylation of GCN2’s
substrate EIF2A in the brain after either acute or overnight expo-
sure to EAA-deficient food. Whereas we cannot fully explain the
differences between our observations and previous reports, we
note that the effect size of the GCN2-dependent EAA sensing
described in previous studies was relatively small ("20%–30%
difference in acute food intake between genotypes). Our data
suggest that these small effects are not reproducible. In addition,
some of the behavioral assays used in prior work failed to
account for dietary novelty, which we show can result in the
appearance of spurious amino acid sensing. By contrast, the
choice assays we report here show much larger magnitude
effects. We believe that these larger effects represent the major
behavioral response to dietary EAA deficiency and that this
response does not require GCN2.

Summary
In summary, we have systematically examined the behavioral
responses of mice to dietary EAA deficiency and have identified
conditions under which EAA deficiency can be robustly de-
tected. This work lays the foundation for studies on how individ-
ual nutrients in food shape food preferences in animals and in
humans. Our description of these behaviors in themouse, a high-
ly genetically tractable model system, will allow dissection of the
molecular mechanisms aswell as the neural circuits thatmediate
these responses.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Animals
Wild-type C57B/6J (JAX no. 000664) and Gcn2!/! mice on a C57B/6J back-

ground (JAX no. 008240; Munn et al., 2005) were maintained in a UCSF barrier

facility with a 12:12 hr light:dark cycle. Males between 8 and 12weeks oldwere

used for all experiments. All studies were in accordance with UCSF IACUC

protocols.

Diets and Feeding Experiments
Pelleted diets were manufactured by Research Diets. The amino acid profile of

the control diet was based on optimal conditions for growth in rats (Baker and

Boebel, 1981). For exact formulations of control and experimental diets, see

Table S1. See also Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Amino Acid Analysis
Diet and plasma amino acid analyses were performed by the UC Davis Prote-

omics Core by ion-exchange chromatography followed by ninhydrin derivati-

zation. See also Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Western Blots
For western analysis after 1 hr of feeding, Gcn2!/! and wild-type C57B/6J

mice were fasted overnight and re-fed either control, T-def, or K-def food for

1 hr during the light cycle on the following day. A separate cohort was sacri-

ficed at the beginning of the light cycle, after 12 hr of feeding. Cytoplasmic pro-

tein extracts were prepared from the APC, MBH, and liver, and p-EIF2A and

total EIF2A were quantified using standard western blotting techniques. See

also Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Statistics
All statistical analyses were carried out in GraphPad Prism 6. Food intake was

analyzed by repeated-measure two-way ANOVA for behavioral experiments

with wild-type and Gcn2!/! mice and by paired t test for behavioral experi-

ments involving wild-type mice only. Plasma amino acid concentrations after

1 and 3 hr of feeding were analyzed by t tests, corrected for multiple compar-

isons by the Holm-Sidak method. Western blot quantification data were

analyzed by two-way ANOVA. Data are presented as average ± SEM in the

text and average + SEM in all figures, with data from individual mice depicted

as gray lines where applicable. ****p < 0.0001; ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p <

0.05; n.s., not significant.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

four figures, and one table and can be found with this article online at http://

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2015.09.055.
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